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Abstract8

The cyclotron trap was developed at SIN/PSI to increase the stopping density9

of negatively charged particle beams for the formation of exotic atoms in low10

pressure gases. A weak focusing magnetic field, produced by superconducting11

solenoids, is used. Particles are injected radially through the fringe field to12

a moderator, which decelerates them into orbits bound by the field. Further13

deceleration by moderators and/or low-pressure gases leads the particles to14

the centre of the device, where they can be stopped or eventually extracted.15

Experiments became feasible with this technique, such as those dealing with16

pionic hydrogen/deuterium at SIN/PSI. Muonic hydrogen laser experiments17

also became possible with the extraction of muons from the cyclotron trap.18

The formation of antiprotonic hydrogen in low pressure targets led to success-19

ful experiments at LEAR/CERN.20

13.1 Introduction21

The advent of meson factories in the 70’s and of the antiproton factory LEAR in the 80’s,22

resulted in a revival of interest in the physics of exotic atoms. Before then, the main focus23

of research was the investigation of nuclear charge parameters with muonic atoms, and24

the determination of the strong interaction shift and broadening in hadronic atoms [1].25

Experiments had been almost exclusively performed in medium- to high-Z solid or high-26

pressure targets. Exotic atoms were produced by decelerating the beam particles with a27

linear array of low-Z moderators, such as Be, CH2, or C to minimize straggling.28

This technique was sufficient for the purposes at that time, but was not adequate for29

experiments of more fundamental interest. Such experiments have in common the need30

of low-pressure gas targets. As an example, neutral exotic hydrogen/deuterium atoms31

can penetrate deeply into the field of neighbouring atoms. At higher pressures they are32

destroyed by the Stark effect before they can emit the X-rays one wants to measure [2].33

A second example is given by exotic atoms of higher Z gases. Here, a completely34

ionized electron shell can keep the exotic atom free from interactions with neighbouring35

atoms, thus approaching the state of an ideal exotic atom. The X-rays in question, with36

energies in the keV region, suffer self-absorption in high Z gases. In addition, thin windows37

must be used. Both reasons argue against high-pressure gas targets.38

Experiments planned at LEAR/CERN to measure X-rays from antiprotonic hydrogen39

and deuterium, motivated a new technique to stop particles at the lowest pressures. The40

cyclotron trap (CT I), developed and built by a group from the University of Karlsruhe41
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13.2 The basic principle

working at SIN and at LEAR, met this requirement. CT I was used both at LEAR with42

antiprotons, and at SIN/PSI with pions and muons. A second instrument (CT II) was43

developed later, specially tailored to the pion and muon beams at PSI.44

13.2 The basic principle45

In the following, cylindrical coordinates are used, with r, θ, and z for radius, azimuthal46

angle, and axial direction, respectively.47

The working principle of the cyclotron trap is to wind up the range path of particles48

inside a rotationally symmetric weak-focusing magnetic field B characterized by 0 ≤ n ≤ 1,49

where n is the field index given by50

n = −(δB/δr) · (r/B) . (13.1)

Particles with momenta pbeam are injected radially through the fringe field to a radius51

rin in a direction opposite to that for ejection from a cyclotron accelerator. At this radius52

they are decelerated by a moderator to momenta pθ53

pθ = −e
c
Bz · rin , (13.2)

which ideally leads to circular orbits at a given field Bz. A deviation from this ideal picture54

is caused by the injection method itself. Betatron oscillations are deliberately excited at55

injection for radii with 0.5 ≤ n ≤ 0.8 to prevent the particles from hitting the moderator56

in one of the subsequent revolutions. More important is the radial spread ∆rp caused by57

the momentum spread ∆p from deceleration in the injection moderator. This depends58

strongly on the injection scheme chosen for the different particle beams and is given by59

∆rp = r · ∆p

p
· 1

1− n
. (13.3)

This leads to spreads of a few millimeters for antiproton beams at LEAR, and to a few60

centimeters for pion injection at SIN/PSI as the worst case. Assuming a smooth energy61

loss beyond this point, the particles can then be guided by the weak focusing cyclotron62

field and be led to the centre of the device.63

A first comparison with a linear arrangement for stopping particles with range length R64

is given here. For a linear arrangement, the stopping process leads to a longitudinal range65

straggling, δR, and Coulomb scattering leads to a lateral widening of the order of 2 · δR.66

The stopping volume then is of the order of 4 · (δR)3 [3]. With the cyclotron trap, the67

range is wound up into a spiral with its end at the centre of the cyclotron trap, yielding,68

in first approximation, a radial spread of ∆rstop = rin · δR/R. The uncertainty in range69

leads only to an azimuthal uncertainty and multiple scattering leads to a broadening in the70

z direction. If the deceleration is slow enough, the orbits would adiabatically follow the71

shrinking radius corresponding to the decreasing momentum p. The stopping distribution72

in the cyclotron trap scales with the value for the injection radius, so that a stopping73

volume is:74

V cyc
stop ∝

(
rin ·

δR

R

)3

. (13.4)

A gain of the order of ( R
rin

)3, compared with a linear degrader arrangement, can, in75

principle, be reached. In practice, the gain factor is smaller. This is caused mainly for76

pions by the short lifetime requiring the use of additional moderators. For pion and muon77

beams, losses occur during the injection through the fringe field because of the quality of78
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the beam. In addition, range straggling in the moderator and deliberate detuning in the79

beginning of the deceleration process must be taken into account for all types of particles.80

These factors result in an additional increase of the stopping distribution.81

For antiprotons, a gain factor of 104 was measured. For pions and muons, gain factors82

of the order of 10 to 30 proved to be realistic.83

13.3 The principle in more detail84

An instructive way to visualize the principle of the cyclotron trap is given by the quasipo-85

tential picture [4, 5]. The quasipotential U(r, z) is given by86

U(r, z) =
1

2m
·
(
P

r
− e

cr
·
∫ r

0
Bz(r

′, z)r′dr′
)2

(13.5)

with P being the so-called generalized angular momentum87

P = rpθ +
e

c

∫ r

0
Bz(r

′, z)r′dr′ = const (13.6)

Values for the quasipotential are depicted in Figure 13.1 and in Figure 13.2 for the88

field of CT I. Bound orbits require minima of the quasipotential curves both in radial and89

axial direction. This leads to the requirement 0 < n < 1. For the minima in U(r, z = 0)90

the radius of an orbiting particle is given by equation (13.2).91

As seen from Figure 13.1, values of P higher than about 6 MeV/c·m cannot lead to92

bound orbits as minima develop only for smaller values. The injection, e.g. of antiprotons93

with a momentum of 200 MeV/c, requires a momentum loss of 70 MeV/c in a moderator94

of suitable thickness placed at a radius of about 140 mm. In this way they are captured95

in a shallow potential well with P slightly lower than 6 MeV/c·m. Without any further96

energy loss, the particles would be stopped in one of the next orbits by this moderator. If97

there is an additional energy loss, they eventually follow the developing potential minima.98

If the energy loss is sufficiently small, the particles oscillate around the newly established99

equilibrium radii and will be guided adiabatically to the centre of the trap. If the energy100

loss is too large, the centre of the device will not be included in the orbit of the particles.101

A negative generalized momentum would develop and the particles would even be expelled102

from the centre [5].103

In the axial direction the focusing is very strong in the beginning of the deceleration104

process, and decreases when the particles orbit to the centre of the cyclotron trap. They105

will be stopped at short axial distances from the centre because of their low energy. In106

addition the magnetic mirror effect will contain them axially. Applying an axial electric107

field provides the opportunity to extract them to form a particle beam. This approach108

was used to provide a low-energy muon beam for an experiment to determine the proton109

radius mentioned in Section 13.6.2.110

13.4 Phase space considerations111

The phase space development in the case of energy loss is described by the extended112

Liouville theorem [6]. For the deceleration of particles in matter the dissipative force113

given by the energy loss (Bethe-Bloch formula) can be approximated as a function of the114

momentum p by115

Q ∝ pα(p) . (13.7)

The value of α varies between −1.4 and −1.7 for materials with low ionization potentials.116

Assuming α is piecewise constant, and partitioning the deceleration path into constant117
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Figure 13.1: Radial distribution of the
quasipotential in the median plane for
different positive values of the general-
ized momentum P .

Figure 13.2: The difference of the axial
distribution of the quasipotential to its
value at z = 0 is shown for different
values of the equilibrium radii r0.

time intervals, the ratio of the momentum spread at the beginning (i) and the end (f) of118

an interval is given by119

∆pf
∆pi

=

(
pf
pi

)α
. (13.8)

This relation does not hold if the emittance changes during deceleration, as is the case for120

the deceleration by an electric field. Energy loss, however, applies equally in any spatial121

direction resulting in a constant emittance. Going from linear to circular motion, we arrive122

at an expression that is central for understanding the working principle of the cyclotron123

trap124

∆pf
∆pi

=

(
pf
pi

)α
· ωi
ωf

(13.9)

with ω, the circular frequency of motion, being proportional to the magnetic field strength.125

The increase of ∆p, caused by the momentum decrease, is partially counteracted by the126

increase of the cyclotron frequency at smaller radii. The interesting quantity for the127

formation of exotic atoms, however, is the radial spread ∆rp. It is connected to the128

momentum spread via equation (13.3). For the orbits with small radii and n approaching129

a value of 0, a decrease of ∆rp can be expected.130

Extensive calculations of the dynamics of the injected and decelerated particles with131

real beam parameters and the geometry of the finally-built cyclotron traps confirmed these132

expectations. The radial extension of the stopping distribution corresponds to the radial133

spread of the beam at the beginning of the deceleration process. The axial extension of134

the stopping distribution, however, is almost a factor of 2 bigger than the axial extension135

at the beginning.136

13.5 Technical realisation137

The weak focusing field is produced by two superconducting ring coils. Because of the138

high field strength, the dimensions of the device can be kept small. The field direction139

is horizontal so that the particle orbits are in the vertical plane. Access to the stopping140

region is provided by a borehole in the cryostat housing of the coils. We describe here the141

set-up of CT II shown in Figure 13.3 and Figure 13.4.142
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Figure 13.3: The set-up of CT II. The
magnetic field is horizontal with the injec-
tion point in the vertical symmetry plane,
about 200 mm from the symmetry axis.
The supporting table and the two sepa-
rated cryostats are indicated.

Figure 13.4: The interior part of
CT II with one of the two halves re-
moved. The beam enters from the
left and is guided to a gas target on
the symmetry axis with the help of
additional moderators.

The two superconducting coils are located in separated cryostats. They are surrounded143

by a soft iron return yoke that also serves as magnetic shielding to reduce the fringe field.144

Additional soft iron pieces are mounted at the inner cryostat walls to optimize the field.145

Iron rings are mounted to balance magnetic forces. Beams are injected through a hole146

in the shielding as shown in Figure 13.4. The two halves can be separated to access the147

interior, thus providing a high versatility.148

13.6 Particle physics experiments149

As most of the experiments performed with the two cyclotron traps were discussed in a150

review paper by D. Gotta [7] including extensive references, the following discussion can151

be brief.152

13.6.1 Antiprotonic atoms153

The possibility of experiments with antiprotonic atoms at LEAR/CERN motivated the154

construction of the cyclotron trap CT I. The 105 MeV/c antiproton beams were ideal for155

the deceleration with the cyclotron trap. Of the incoming beam, 86% can be stopped in156

a 30 mbar hydrogen gas target with a diameter of 20 mm (FWHM). This resulted in an157

increase of stopping densities of more than 4 orders of magnitude, and led to successful158

measurements of the ground state shift and width in antiprotonic hydrogen isotopes. A159

measurement of these quantities for the 2p-state in these atoms with a crystal spectrometer160

was also made [8].161

13.6.2 Muonic and pionic atoms162

The muon and pion beams at SIN/PSI presented considerable difficulties for the use of the163

cyclotron trap. The emittance of the beams and the lifetimes of the particles, deviated164

from the ideal situation encountered with antiprotons. Nonetheless, experiments with165

the first cyclotron trap (CT I) proved to be successful. In a first experiment, the pion166

mass was determined from pionic atoms formed in nitrogen gas with an almost depleted167

electron shell [9]. Earlier experiments suffered from the lack of knowledge of the state of168

the electron shell, as a solid Mg target was used. The determination of the pion mass was169
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later improved by using CT II, allowing for energy calibration with muonic oxygen [10]170

(Section 10 [11]). Coulomb explosion was directly observed for the first time; this occurs171

in the formation of exotic atoms from molecules such as N2 [12]. A first round of crystal172

spectrometer measurements of X-rays in pionic hydrogen isotopes was also performed. The173

work with muonic atoms led to the observation of the two-photon transition in muonic174

boron [13].175

The second cyclotron trap (CT II) was developed to adapt its acceptance to the emit-176

tance of the pion and muon beams at PSI. For pions, about 1% of the initial beam could177

be stopped in a hydrogen target at STP. For muon beams, this number is about one order178

of magnitude higher. This led to a successful series of measurements in muonic hydrogen179

and in both pionic hydrogen and deuterium, reducing typical measuring times to a month180

(Section 14 [14]). The line shape of the muonic hydrogen Kβ transition was determined181

with high precision as a prerequisite for later experiments in pionic hydrogen [15]. A182

method was developed to extract muons from the centre of the trap to form a low-energy183

muon beam. This opened a path for important experiments to determine the proton radius184

via the Lamb shift in muonic hydrogen [16] (Section 21 [17]).185

13.7 Atomic physics experiments186

13.7.1 Ionized exotic atoms187

It became clear at an early stage that the possibility of forming exotic atoms in low188

pressure gases can lead to a complete ionization of the electron shell [18]. After formation,189

the electromagnetic cascade depletes the electron shell up to Z = 36 for antiprotons, and190

up to Z = 18 for muons or pions. As the natural linewidth of the corresponding transitions191

is negligibly small, these X-rays can be used for calibration of some atomic and particle192

physics experiments [10,19]. The atomic physics aspect of these experiments proved to be193

interesting by itself [20, 21].194

13.7.2 ECR-source: a by-product195

The crystal spectrometer experiment in pionic hydrogen and deuterium required a precise196

knowledge of the response function of the device. To achieve this, the of geometry CT II197

was changed to that of an ECR source providing a high-intensity X-ray source. Here the198

distance of the solenoids had to be changed and a hexapole was inserted on the axis of199

CT II [22]. Then, the crystal spectrometer could be calibrated in a set-up equivalent to200

the pionic and muonic experiments [23].201
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